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I t has become common among po-
litical scientists to bemoan a loss of

civic responsibility, particularly
among young people, and to urge
increased attention to the civic edu-
cation of students at every level. If
the goal is solely one of improved
information transfer—to offer fifth-
grade civics in a more advanced
form—the role for higher education
is inevitably a modest one. This is
no less true if the goal is solely to
proselytize students to vote and pay
attention to politics. Over the past
year, a group of colleagues and I
have been engaged in a pilot project
with the more ambitious goal of ed-
ucating undergraduate students in
San Francisco to become, and re-
main, actively involved in strength-
ening their communities and en-
hancing social justice. At the same
time, we have designed our civic
education project to involve students
closely in the search for common
ground among public and private
civic leaders with diverse perspec-
tives on challenges facing San Fran-
cisco. In this article I describe our
attempt to promote civic learning
and share some initial lessons
learned.

Teaching students about democ-
racy by having them study and dis-
cuss texts that describe democratic
processes and institutions is obvi-
ously important. But I believe that
academic learning in political sci-
ence is enhanced when students in-
tegrate their study with civic work in
a community. This approach is a
powerful means both for teaching
the strengths and pitfalls of democ-
racy and for providing students with
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the foundations of democratic citi-
zenship. A strong citizenry is crucial
for the health of democracy, and it
is not enough for political science
instructors to provide only detached
academic discussions of the workings
of Congress, lobbyists, federal
courts, and the electoral process.
When preparing for a lifetime of
engaged citizenship, students need
to integrate classroom learning with
experiential learning in the larger
world where practical political deci-
sion making and democratic deliber-
ation occur.

My thinking about civic education
has been strongly influenced by my
experiences with community-based
service learning, and I am convinced
that serving and acting in one's com-
munity is powerful training for dem-
ocratic citizenship. Over the past
decade, I have taught a number of
undergraduate
courses that inte-
grate community
service and aca-
demic study through
structured reflection
at Indiana Univer-
sity, Duke Univer-
sity, and California
State University,
San Francisco.
These courses have
generally required
students to provide
direct service to
people in need by
working at a social-
service agency, but
some have also de-
manded policy re-
search and commu-
nity outreach. Teaching these
community service learning courses
has convinced me that civic educa-
tion is composed of a set of four
interrelated learning goals—aca-
demic learning, social learning,
moral learning, and civic learning—

When preparing for
a lifetime of en-
gaged citizenship,
students need to
integrate classroom
learning with expe-
riential learning in
the larger world
where practical po-
litical decision mak-
ing and democratic
deliberation occur.

and that civic learning is best
achieved in concert with these other
types of learning.

Academic learning is the starting
point for most of my service learn-
ing courses, such as "Law and Soci-
ety." In that class, my students and I
examine how law and lawyers have
shaped American society from Puri-
tan days to the O.J. Simpson trial
and how American society has recip-
rocally shaped the legal system. Stu-
dents in the course also engage in
community service, usually related
to juvenile justice. By reflecting on
their service in relation to their aca-
demic study, they gain a deeper un-
derstanding of the actual interac-
tions of law and society, in both
personal and policy terms. Service in
the community provides students
with experiences that exemplify,
challenge, and expand on what they

learn through lec-
tures and readings.

As they enhance
their academic
knowledge, students
in service learning
courses receive so-
cial, moral, and civic
lessons as well. So-
cial learning entails
developing the inter-
personal skills and
personal traits—such
as careful listening,
sympathy, self-
esteem, and abilities
to lead and compro-
mise—students will
find vital for func-
tioning well in any
social, political, or

career setting. Moral learning, on
the other hand, depends on students
thinking about themselves and their
beliefs in relation to others. Moral
learning begins when students ask
questions like, "What is our commu-
nity, and what are our obligations to
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that community?" Service connects
thought and feeling in a deliberate
way by creating a context in which
students can explore how they feel
about what they are learning and
how what they are learning influ-
ences their opinions and beliefs. The
integration of academic study and
community service offers students
opportunities to reflect on what is
important to them, and why, in ways
they too rarely experience. Civic
learning involves students coming to
understand the democratic processes
of a community, the problems it
faces, the richness of its diversity,
the need for individual commitments
of time and energy to enhance com-
munity life, and, most of all, the im-
portance of working collaboratively
to resolve community concerns.

In each service learning class I
have taught, I have tried to evaluate
the results through surveys of atti-
tudes and by considering portfolios
of students' work. Measured by stu-
dents' self-reports and my rudimen-
tary reviews of student attitudes,
students uniformly made academic,
social, and moral gains. But the
courses seemed to have fostered lit-
tle civic learning. This surprised me
because I was convinced community
service learning could effectively
stem the decline of social capital
and the fractionation of community
that Robert Putnam has chronicled,
and I was equally convinced that
community service promoted demo-
cratic citizenship (Putnam 1995;
Boyte and Kari 1996). But how did I
know? I kept asking myself. How
sure was I that service learning re-
ally had the potential to enhance
students' civic learning? And, in all
events, couldn't I do better if I fo-
cused squarely on civic learning and
designed a course based on what I
had learned from teaching other
courses and by reading the work of
other educators? That is exactly
what I did over the past year.

As I considered how best to
achieve civic education, I maintained
my original belief that civic learning
should be linked closely to service
learning. Benjamin Barber and many
others have stressed that community
service is one of the most important
ways, often the most important, to
reverse a tendency toward civic and

political disengagement among col-
lege students (Barber 1992; Barber
and Battistoni 1993a, 1993b). Civic
learning—in the sense of learning
how a community works and how to
help it work better—and academic
learning should be mutually rein-
forcing, as John Dewey emphasized
(Dewey 1916; 1938). Dewey was ad-
amant that the overarching goal of
education should be no less than
fostering and maintaining democ-
racy; he believed that schools them-
selves must be real communities,
and that learning in school should
be continuous with learning out of
school. It is Dewey's vision of educa-
tion in the service of a democratic
society that informs my thinking
about civic education; a vision of an
education that prepares students to
develop and enter interactive, col-
laborative societies in which the pro-
cess of deciding how to solve a
problem is understood to be as im-
portant as acting to solve the prob-
lem itself.

Starting with Dewey's vision of
education for democracy, I began to
think more seriously about how to
design a civic education course by
reflecting on my own courses and by
reading about other courses that
strive explicitly to encourage stu-
dents to "experience citizenship," in
the fine phrase that titles a service
learning monograph sponsored by
the American Association for
Higher Education (Battistoni and
Hudson 1997). Taken as a whole,
that volume, publications from Cam-
pus Compact (Jackson 1994; Roth-
man 1998), and my own experiences
suggested that the best method for
promoting civic learning would be to
link service learning to two other
powerful pedagogies: problem-based
learning and collaborative learning.
These three pedagogies embody the
three key elements that John Dewey
stressed in the democratic learning
process:

Problem-Based Learning: This
technique requires students to fo-
cus on problems to be solved, as
Dewey urged.

Collaborative Learning: Dewey
insisted that student work should
be collaborative, both among stu-

dents and between students and
faculty.

Community Service Learning: This
pedagogy fulfills Dewey's mandate
that students' learning should ex-
tend outside the walls of a school
and into the surrounding commu-
nity.

Though some educators have long
emphasized problem-based learning,
it has received increased attention in
recent years. Such courses are de-
signed around a problem or set of
problems. As students advance, they
tackle more difficult problems using
increasingly sophisticated techniques
and increasingly complex knowledge
bases. The problem approach, as
Dewey taught, is essential for pre-
paring students to actively partici-
pate in the ongoing renewal of de-
mocracy. This is because democratic
renewal involves much more than
attention to the minimum responsi-
bilities of a citizen to vote and par-
ticipate in various civic organiza-
tions. Democracy also requires
citizens to identify community prob-
lems and to work communally to
resolve those problems. At its best,
problem-based learning prepares
students to fully practice democratic
citizenship.

Collaborative learning is also an
increasingly important part of un-
dergraduate education. A recent vol-
ume states that "collaborative learn-
ing may well be the most significant
pedagogical shift of the century for
teaching and learning in higher edu-
cation" (Bosworth and Hamilton
1994, 2). While president of Indiana
University, the most common criti-
cism I heard from employers was
that our graduates were ill-trained
to work as members of a team. Col-
laborative learning is not only a ped-
agogy designed to encourage the
development of the skills required to
be a productive team member, it is
also an important tool for training
students to enter a democratic soci-
ety in which citizens interact with
each other, learn from each other,
disagree with each other, grow with
each other, and work together to
make their communities more than
the sum of its parts. Dewey argued
that building a community of learn-
ers was the best way to ensure that
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this process occurs. Collaborative
learning offers an excellent opportu-
nity for building learning communi-
ties.

Combining these two pedagogies
has significant potential to bring
about civic learning, and they can be
particularly powerful when joined
with community service learning,
their natural pedagogical partner.
Community service learning allows
students to put into practice what
they learn in the classroom and to
bring insights from service to bear
on their academic analysis. In my
grazing through the fields of higher
education in recent years, this troika
repeatedly appears as a powerful
combination.

I sought to shape a course that
would strengthen in students the
four central components of civic
learning—motivation, skills, knowl-
edge, and values—by employing all
three pedagogies. My goal was to
produce students who were signifi-
cantly more likely to engage in the
political processes of their communi-
ties than they had been before par-
ticipating in the course. Those re-
sults require students to develop
motivation to engage in democratic
processes despite the trend against
engagement, skills of civic engage-
ment, substantive knowledge about
issues facing their community, and a
set of values that fosters political
engagement as a means of serving
one's community.

I began by sitting down with a
group of civic leaders in San Fran-
cisco to discuss the elements they
thought were important in civic
leadership and the design of a
project to encourage development of
those elements in my students. For-
tunately, the Urban Institute of San
Francisco State University, which
links the university to the city, was
my ready ally. Last year, the Urban
Institute joined with a nonprofit
civic group to form the San Fran-
cisco Policy Center. The Center is a
gathering of civic leaders from vari-
ous sectors, including community-
based organizations, business, labor,
and education, who came together
to design programs, such as job
training, that channel the Univer-
sity's resources into programs and
projects that assist the city. I sought

the counsel of this group in shaping
the pilot project on civic education.
Though the leaders had different
perspectives on many issues, they
were united in their concern that
San Francisco was lacking potential
new civic leaders and in their desire
to share in the education of their
successors.

We discussed at some length what
cluster of political and civic issues
would work best as a focus for the
project. Like most urban centers,
San Francisco faces no end of tough
problems. We considered, among
other topics, municipal transporta-
tion; employment strategies; juvenile
crime; a major freeway running
through the city; health issues, par-
ticularly AIDS; environmental con-
cerns; housing issues; and welfare
reform. In the end, we chose a hy-
brid of the last two topics: San Fran-
cisco neighborhoods in the wake of
state and federal welfare reform.

I am now convinced, however,
that any of the topics could have
provided the opportunities necessary
to achieve the civic education goals I
established, because they all related
to issues affecting the whole San
Francisco community and involved
broad concerns of social justice.

Based on advice from the mem-
bers of the Policy Center, I planned
a forum of civic leaders that would
serve as the centerpiece of the
course. Leaders from a range of per-
spectives would be invited to discuss
the chosen topic and to try to reach
common ground. The forum would
need to be highly regarded in order
to attract the attention of civic lead-
ers and there had to be a clear
sense that the issue was not just an
"academic exercise" but was worth
discussing on its own merits. In
other words, the pedagogical pro-
gram had to be attached to some-
thing real. We also wanted to
choose a topic that would allow stu-
dent to read and discuss relevant
materials, interact with civic leaders
who were working on a real urban
problem, work both individually and
in teams on that problem, and re-
flect on what they learned in the
realms of theory and practice and
how or whether the two connect.

The choice to make the impact of
welfare reform on San Francisco

neighborhoods the focus of the
course was informed by all these
considerations. It was a central con-
cern for the city and discussion at
the forum could involve two differ-
ent groups of civic leaders: one in
the realm of affordable housing and
the other in welfare and workforce
development. Though both groups
recognized that welfare reform poli-
cies would have radical effects on
their overlapping constituencies,
they had not spent much time talk-
ing to each other, and the forum
would provide a useful opportunity
for such a discussion. Moreover, the
work of the students could be of
direct benefit to both groups.

After deciding upon a topic, I in-
vited Ms. Lori Bamberger, who had
recently completed a stint as assis-
tant chief of staff for legislation and
policy at the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development,
to co-teach the course.

Although the primary course goals
were centered on civic learning, this
could not occur unless students de-
veloped substantive knowledge
about housing or welfare. We made
a particularly strong team for de-
signing and teaching the course be-
cause Ms. Bamberger had detailed
knowledge of urban housing and
welfare reform, while I had experi-
ence relating to civic responsibility.

We chose two complementary sets
of materials for the course: one on
civic responsibility (primarily read-
ings from Barber and Battistoni
1993a) and one on issues of urban
poverty (including readings in
Danzinger, Sandefur, and Weinberg
1994). We also distributed supple-
mentary materials on welfare reform
and workforce development. Each
class was designed to move back and
forth among questions raised in
these materials so that the issues of
civic responsibility were addressed in
terms of their impact on urban pov-
erty and problems of urban poverty
were viewed as matters of civic con-
cern.

In one class session, for example,
the focus was immigration, citizen-
ship, and welfare reform. The class
considered the implications of wel-
fare reform for immigrant house-
holds, children, the elderly, and the
disabled. We discussed whether it
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was fair to discriminate in the allo-
cation of government benefits based
on place of birth, whether place of
birth should be the primary criterion
for citizenship, whether citizenship
should be a primary criterion for the
distribution of welfare, and what
should be the citizenship test for
immigrants. We also focused specifi-
cally on the implications of welfare
reform legislation targeting elderly
and disabled immigrants for benefit
reductions, such as laws restricting
eligibility for food stamps.

The civic leaders forum met dur-
ing the third week of classes. In
preparation for that session, stu-
dents read materials on current
housing and welfare rules in San
Francisco, focusing particularly on
how the new federal and state legis-
lation was creating massive shifts in
eligibility for public benefits. The
forum brought together 22 civic
leaders from city government, non-
profit organizations, the Chamber of
Commerce, private business con-
cerns, and benefit recipient advocacy
groups. This marked the first time
that the groups had come together,
though many of the individuals knew
and had worked with each other
previously. Students were mainly
observers, but they had an opportu-
nity to raise questions and to mingle
with the civic leaders before and
after the forum. During the three-
hour forum, Ms. Bamberger led a
structured discussion and debate on
the options available to the city and
the organizations present and how to
take the least painful paths in support
of poor people. Students said they
came away inspired by the leaders,
sobered by the challenges that had
been raised, and committed to work
on those challenges. In addition, all
the members of the forum agreed to
assist the students in their work.
Though the forum was a great success
in most ways, we would, in retrospect,
have held the forum later in the se-
mester, after students had acquired
more theoretical and practical knowl-
edge about the issues involved.

Apart from participating in the
forum, doing readings, and engaging
in class discussions focused on the
assigned readings, the students had
two other closely related responsibil-
ities. The first was to spend at least

five hours per week in a community
service agency that helps welfare
recipients. Most of the agencies
were located in four neighborhoods
with the highest proportion of wel-
fare recipients. Ms. Bamberger and I
had identified seven community
agencies that met this criterion and
had offered to host students from
the course. The leaders of those
agencies were also participants in
the civic leaders forum. One of the
participating agencies, Arriba Jun-
tos, is a Latino community-based
organization that helps families
achieve self-sufficiency, particularly
by offering job training. Another,
Chinatown Community Develop-
ment Center, is a neighborhood-
based housing and community devel-
opment organization that provides
services to low-income tenants. A
third participant, Renaissance Par-
ents of Success, is a multiservice job-
training and placement agency in
the predominantly African American
Bayview Hunter's Point neighbor-
hood.

The only participating agency not
directly related to welfare or hous-
ing was a group called Students
Helping in the Naturalization of El-
ders (SHINE). This organization
trains students to be "citizen
coaches" for immigrants who are
studying for the naturalization exam-
ination. The students working at
SHINE helped immigrants gain citi-
zenship knowledge and skills, and by
doing so, strengthened those skills
themselves. Another civic education
course could easily be developed
around the problems faced by poor
immigrants in San Francisco, with
all the students serving in SHINE
and also working on the particular
housing and welfare issues faced by
immigrants. One interesting project
would be to create an effective citi-
zenship exam to replace the existing
one. Currently, applicants for citi-
zenship are given a book with 100
factual questions about American
history and government, such as
"What are the colors of our flag?"
and "How many stars in our flag?"
Examiners from the Immigration
and Naturalization Service choose a
few of these questions for the exam
and citizenship depends on answer-
ing them. Even the most fervent

apostle of E.D. Hirsch would not
suggest that knowing the number of
Supreme Court justices (question
54) is evidence of any potential for
good citizenship, but designing a
replacement for the existing exam is
a substantial challenge.

We made significant efforts in ev-
ery class session to link the students'
community service to their readings
through class discussions and a brief
paper each student wrote as a pub-
licity brochure for her or his agency.
A number of these brochures were
good enough to be used by the
agencies involved. The other main
link between academic study and
community service was an extensive
field project in the four San Fran-
cisco neighborhoods that are home
to most welfare recipients. Students
worked in teams of four or five. In
most cases, they worked with a com-
munity agency in the same neighbor-
hood where they did their field
study. We gave students a substan-
tial set of background materials con-
taining data about demographics,
housing, and poverty, as well as
studies that had previously been
done on low-income housing and
welfare issues in San Francisco.
However, none of these prior stud-
ies had examined the impact of wel-
fare reform on these four neighbor-
hoods, which meant that students
had an opportunity to prepare re-
ports having real-world use and im-
portance. Using the information
they had been given, each team pre-
pared a "Neighborhood Study on
the Impact of Welfare Reform" con-
sisting of: a demographic profile of
the neighborhood, including the
prevalence of welfare recipiency,
average income levels, and so forth;
an objective summary of the wel-
fare-related needs of the neighbor-
hood arising out of welfare reform,
including an estimate of how many
households will need jobs, child
care, transportation, and other ser-
vices; a survey of housing stock;
summaries of residents' and busi-
nesses' concerns about welfare re-
form; summaries of welfare-related
services, such as job training and
child care, available to neighbor-
hood residents; a list of options and
recommendations for giving priority
in housing assistance; an analysis of
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how the recommendations of a
housing task force established by the
mayor would affect the neighbor-
hood; an analysis of one of the nu-
merous citywide programs affecting
the neighborhood (including a new
football stadium and a business-
backed welfare-to-work initiative); and
an action plan for the neighborhood.

This was an ambitious agenda, but
the students followed a detailed pro-
tocol for the report, and we spent
half of a three-hour class role play-
ing how students could gather the
information they needed by talking
with welfare recipients and others.
By the end of the semester, the four
teams in the class—one for each of
the four neighborhoods—had pro-
duced studies that will be of direct
value to the community-based orga-
nizations and leaders who were in-
volved in the forum. Two of the
studies were excellent and, though
the other two were less strong, each
contributed to all parties' under-
standing of the impact of welfare
reform.

Looking back, there are important
ways that the course can be im-
proved, particularly by better inte-
grating community service, class dis-
cussions, readings, and field surveys.
But, in the views of both the stu-
dents and agencies involved, this
initial effort was a true success in
terms of fostering civic learning. Ms.
Bamberger and I did extensive sur-
veys of attitudes, interests, and in-
volvement in civic affairs at the start
and end of the course. The results
of those surveys indicate that most
of the participating students ex-
pected to remain active and engaged
citizen leaders of San Francisco—or
another community—for the rest of
their lives, regardless of career
choice, and that the course posi-
tively influenced their decision to
remain active. The differences be-
tween "before" and "after" were not
great, but they were positive. The
first survey question, for example,

asked how strongly students agreed
or disagreed with the statement
"Adults should give some time for
the good of their community." In
the initial survey, half agreed, and
half agreed strongly. By the second
survey, all but two agreed strongly.
At the beginning of the semester, a
slight majority said that they neither
agreed nor disagreed that "It is im-
portant to me to become a commu-
nity leader," and the rest agreed
with the statement. By the end, a
strong majority agreed, and several
agreed strongly. Finally, at the start
of the course, many students were
ambivalent about the statement that
"Volunteer service will/would be
valuable in my career." By the end,
all of the students agreed, and most
students agreed strongly.

I do not want to overstate the im-
portance of the survey results, but
the increase in students' commit-
ment to political engagement and
civic leadership was supported by
other assessments. My and Ms.
Bamberger's own discussions with
the students over the course of the
semester confirmed that the shifts
were significant. We also conducted
a general course evaluation at the
end of the semester and found
strong student support for the
course and the need for more efforts
to integrate the course readings, dis-
cussions, community service, and
projects. Of course, fifteen is a small
number of students and there may
have been a selection bias since
most of the students probably came
to the class with a higher level of
civic engagement than the average
student. However, the surveys and
other evaluations suggest that even
those students who joined the class
with what may have been higher-
than-average levels of civic engage-
ment probably came away from the
course with an even stronger com-
mitment to active political participa-
tion and community involvement.

Since this was a start-up course,
this edition obviously took more
time to design than will future edi-
tions. Still, this type of course is
more demanding of faculty than a
"closed classroom" offering, and the
very fact that it was team-taught
meant that more resources were al-
located to the course than is typical.
Finally, this course fell prey to a
phenomenon that I have often seen
elsewhere, particularly at commuting
campuses where many students are
not only seeking an education but
also have commitments to families
and jobs. A number of students ex-
pressed strong initial interest in the
course but thought that the work
sounded too time-consuming be-
cause they were not used to the
community service component and
believed that it meant additional
work piled on top of the regular re-
quirements for a four-unit course.
Perhaps more important, the De-
partment of Urban Studies at San
Francisco State University, though
extremely supportive of the course,
had no natural "home" for it within
its regular curriculum and faculty in
the department viewed it, therefore,
as an "extra" or tangential course.
These problems are endemic to
community service learning courses
and, though some campuses have
overcome them, they remain a chal-
lenge for most. The challenges for
service learning courses are particu-
larly serious when a campus has a
large number of graduation require-
ments and these courses do not fit
neatly into the structure of those
requirements. These are not insur-
mountable concerns, only bureau-
cratic difficulties that are more acute
on some campuses than others.

This caveat aside, the pilot course
proved very promising for giving
students a hands-on education in
democratic citizenship and civic
leadership that would complement
more traditional political science
instruction about democracy, partici-
pation, and public policy.

Note

*My thanks to Lori Bamberger and to Eliz-
abeth Beaumont for assistance in preparing
this article.
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